Abstract-Modern machine-learning techniques greatly reduce the efforts required to conduct high-quality program compilation, which, without the aid of machine learning, would otherwise heavily rely on human manipulation as well as expert intervention. The success of the application of machine-learning techniques to compilation tasks can be largely attributed to the recent development and advancement of program characterization, a process that numerically or structurally quantifies a target program. While great achievements have been made in identifying key features to characterize programs, choosing a correct set of features for a specific compiler task remains an ad hoc procedure. In order to guarantee a comprehensive coverage of features, compiler engineers usually need to select excessive number of features. This, unfortunately, would potentially lead to a selection of multiple similar features, which in turn could create a new problem of bias that emphasizes certain aspects of a program's characteristics, hence reducing the accuracy and performance of the target compiler task. In this paper, we propose FEAture Selection for compilation Tasks (FEAST), an efficient and automated framework for determining the most relevant and representative features from a feature pool. Specifically, FEAST utilizes widely used statistics and machine-learning tools, including LASSO, sequential forward and backward selection, for automatic feature selection, and can in general be applied to any numerical feature set. This paper further proposes an automated approach to compiler parameter assignment for assessing the performance of FEAST. Intensive experimental results demonstrate that, under the compiler parameter assignment task, FEAST can achieve comparable results with about 18% of features that are automatically selected from the entire feature pool. We also inspect these selected features and discuss their roles in program execution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Program characterization, a process to numerically or structurally quantify a target program, allows modern machinelearning techniques to be applied to compiler tasks, since most machine-learning methods assume numerical inputs for both training and testing data. Program characterization is usually achieved by extracting from the target program a set of static features and/or a set of dyanamic features. Static features can be obtained directly from the source code or intermediate ft15 # basic blocks with # instructions greater then 500 ft43 # calls with the # arguments is greater then 4 ft16 # edges in the control flow graph ft44 # calls that return a pointer ft17 # critical edges in the control flow graph ft45 # calls that return an integer ft18 # abnormal edges in the control flow graph ft46 # occurrences of integer constant zero ft19 # direct calls in the method ft47 # occurrences of 32-bit integer constants ft20 # conditional branches in the method ft48 # occurrences of integer constant one ft21 # assignment instructions in the method ft49 # occurrences of 64-bit integer constants ft22 # binary integer operations in the method ft50 # references of a local variables in the method ft23 # binary floating point operations in the method ft51 # references (def/use) of static/extern variables in the method ft24 #instructions in the method ft52 # local variables referred in the method ft25 Average of # instructions in basic blocks ft53 # static/extern variables referred in the method ft26
Average of # phi-nodes at the beginning of a basic block ft54 # local variables that are pointers in the method ft27 Average of arguments for a phi-node predecessors ft55 # static/extern variables that are pointers in the method ft28 # basic blocks with no phi nodes ft56 # unconditional branches in the method representation of the target program, while the procurement of dynamic features usually requires actually executing the target program to capture certain run-time behavior.
With current intensive research on program characterization, new features, both static and dynamic, are continuously being proposed. An example of a static feature set is shown in Table  I , which lists all the 56 original static features extracted by Milpost GCC from cTuning Compiler Collection [1], with many of them being different yet non-independent features. For example. ft. 8 implies ft. 2 and ft. 5, meaning that these features are correlated. In a compiler task, determining which features to use or to include for program characterization is of considerable importance, since different features can have different effects, and hence different resulting performance on a specific compiler task. Intuitively, including as many features as possible for program characterization seems to be a reasonable approach when considering feature selection. This, however, essentially increases the dimensionality of the feature space, and thus potentially introduces extra computational overhead. Also, some features may not be relevant to the target compiler task, and therefore behave equivalently as noise in program characterization, harming the resulting performance. Furthermore, many features, though different, capture very similar characteristics of a program. The similarities among features can produce bias that overemphasizes certain aspects of a program's characteristics, and consequently lead to an inaccurate result for a target compiler task. Due to the aforementioned reasons, many machine-learning-aided compiler tasks still heavily rely on expert knowledge for determining an appropriate set of features to use. This, unfortunately, hinders the full automation of compiler tasks using machine learning, which is originally deemed as a tool to lower the involvement of field expertise and engineer intervention. This paper proposes FEAture Selection for compiler Tasks (FEAST), an automated framework of feature selection for a target compiler task. FEAST incorporates into its framework a variety of feature selection methods, including the well-known LASSO [2] , sequential forward and backward selection. Given a compiler task and a list of feature candidates, FEAST first samples a small set of available programs as training data, and then uses the integrated feature selection methods to choose M most appropriate or relevant features for this specific compiler tasks. The remaining programs can then be handled using only the chosen features.
To demonstrate the feasibility and practicality of FEAST, we assess its performance on a proposed method to assignment of compiler parameters. Modern compilers usually embed a rich set of tuning parameters to provide hints and guidance for their optimization processes. To obtain an optimal compiled executable program, exhaustive trials over all combinations of tuning parameters of the utilized compiler is required. This is, in general, excessively time consuming and hence infeasible due to its combinatorial nature. As many other compiler tasks, in practice, expert intervention is frequently triggered and heuristics based on expertise and experience are adopted as a general guideline for tuning parameters [3] . Unfortunately, fine tuning compiler's parameters may require multiple compilation processes, and can take up to weeks or months to complete for a moderate program size, entailing a huge burden and software engineering. In this work, as a test case for FEAST, we develop an automated method to assigning "good" parameters to a pool of programs using machine-learning techniques. We then show that using FEAST, the dimension of the feature space can be greatly reduced to pertaining relevant features, while maintaining comparable resulting performance. This paper is organized as follows. Sec. II details the proposed FEAST framework as well as the automatic compiler parameter assignment process. Sec. III presents experimental results with detailed analysis. Related work is discussed in Sec. IV. Finally, Sec. V draws some conclusions and provides envisions for future work.
II. FEAST AND COMPILER PARAMETER ASSIGNMENT
This section details the mechanisms of FEAST, and presents the proposed compiler parameter assignment method.
A. FEAST
Given K training programs and a set of p numerical features, FEAST assumes a linear model for resulting performance and feature values:
where y ∈ R K×1 is the compiled programs' performance vector, whose i-th entry denotes the performance (measured in some pre-defined metrics) of the i-th program in the set of total K training programs. X ∈ R K×p is a matrix whose (i, j)-th entry denotes the value of the j-th extracted feature of the i-th program. β ∈ R p×1 and β 0 ∈ R are the coefficients describing the linear relationship between the features and the resulting performance. 1 is a K × 1 vector with its elements being all 1s. FEAST utilizes three widely used feature selection methods, namely LASSO, sequential forward selection (SFS) and sequential backward selection (SBS), all of which pick M most influential features out of the total p features. Specifically, the elastic net approach for LASSO adopted in FEAST selects features by first solving optimization problem [2] :
whereX = X 1 . The first p elements of the solutionβ are the coefficient estimates whose magnitudes directly reflect the influence of the corresponding features. M selected features are chosen as those with coefficients of largest magnitudes. SFS and SBS are other well-known feature selection methods.
For SFS, we sequentially or greedily select the most relevant feature from the training programs until we have selected M features. For SBS, we sequentially exclude the most irrelevant feature until there are M features left. We omit algorithmic descriptions of SFS and SBS, and refer interested readers to [4] for implementation details.
B. Compiler Parameter Assignment Algorithms
This section discusses the proposed method for compiler parameter assignment algorithm and the application of FEAST to this task.
Given a compiler with many parameters to set, finding an optimal assignment of parameters that can best compile a target program is a vexing problem. This paper proposes a machine-learning algorithm that automatically assigns "good" parameters to target programs based on the known optimal assignment to the training programs. The proposed method works in two schemes: active training scheme and passive training scheme (see Fig. 1 ). In active training scheme, the users can actively acquire the optimal compiler parameters for a subset of programs, while in passive training scheme, the users are given as prior knowledge a set of programs whose optimal compiler parameters are known. A practical example of active training scheme is that a company has no prior knowledge about compiler parameter assignment, and it has a very limited budget which only allows it to select a small set of programs for full tuning. Remaining large set of programs, however, has to be quickly and efficiently compiled. For passive training scheme, a company has a small set of programs with well-tuned compiler parameters, and it would like to quickly find good compiler parameters for other programs. Note that, in the active training scheme, our proposed method can also automatically choose a good set of candidate programs for full tuning. The remaining section is dedicated to detailing the two preceding schemes with FEAST application to them respectively.
Active training scheme. Since acquirement of dynamic features can be very expensive due to the potential need for multiple compilations and iterative tuning, we opt to use
Algorithm 1 Active Training Scheme
Input: n programs with p static features, number K of training programs for optimization Output: compiler parameter assignment for each untrained program Procedures:
1) Partition n programs into K clusters by K-means clustering 2) For each cluster select one program having the least sum of distances to other programs in the same cluster as a training program. 3) Find the set of optimal compiler parameters of the selected K programs. 4) Use FEAST to perform feature selection on the selected K programs by regressing their optimal execution time with respect to their static features. 5) Repartition the untrained programs based on the similarities computed by the selected features. 6) For each untrained program, assign the compiler parameters of the closest trained program to it based on the selected features.
numerical static features in the proposed compiler parameter assignment task. Also, we use the execution time of a compiled program as the measure of performance for that program. Given n programs with p static features, we are granted to choose K ≤ n programs as training samples and acquire the optimal compiler parameters for each training program that optimize the execution time. In order to choose the K programs, we first compute the similarity of each program pair based on the Euclidean distance between the corresponding static feature vectors, and partition the programs into K clusters using K-means clustering. For each cluster, we select one program that has the least average distance to other programs in the same cluster as a training program. Exhaustive trials are then conducted for the training programs to obtain their optimal compiler parameters and the associated execution time. Given the K training programs as well as their execution time, FEAST can then select M features that are most influential to the training programs' performance (execution time in this case) . We then leverage the selected features to recompute similarities and repartition the programs. Lastly, each untrained program is assigned by the optimal parameters of the most similar training program. See Alg. 1 for detailed algorithm.
Passive training scheme. Different from the active training scheme, in addition to n programs with p static features, we are also given K pre-selected training programs. Therefore, the methodology of the passive training scheme is similar to that of the active training scheme, except that the clustering procedures described in active training scheme are no longer required. See Alg. 2 for detailed algorithm.
Algorithm 2 Passive Training Scheme
1) Find the set of optimal compiler parameters of the K given training programs. 2) Use FEAST to perform feature selection on the selected K programs by regressing their optimal execution time with respect to their static features. 3) Compute distances between programs based on the selected features. 4) For each untrained program, assign the compiler parameters of the closest trained program based on the selected features.
III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF COMPLIER PARAMETER ASSIGNMENT
We test our implementations using the PolyBench benchmark suite [5] that consists of n = 30 programs. The programs are characterized using p = 56 static features from cTuning Compiler Collection [1]. For the two proposed training schemes, K trained programs are used for feature selection and compiler parameter assignment, and for each feature selection method (LASSO, SFS, SBS), we select the M = 10 most relevant features. Fig. 2 shows the program execution time of active and passive training schemes. The minimal execution time refers to the optimal performance over 192 possible combinations of compiler parameters of every program. We also show the results for the case where no tunable compiler parameters are enabled. The results of minimal-time and no-tuning-parameter are regarded as baselines for comparing the proposed FEAST methods, as their execution time does not depend on the number K of training programs. Furthermore, to validate the utility of FEAST, we also calculate the execution time using all features, i.e., the case where FEAST is disabled.
A. Performance Comparison of the Active and Passive Training Schemes
For the three feature selection methods introduced in Sec. II-A (LASSO, SFS, and SBS), we select the top M = 10 important features and use these selected features to compute program similarities and assign compiler parameters. In this setting, we only compare the execution time of the untrained programs, and we omit the computation time required to obtain the optimal compiler parameters associated with the training programs. We will consider the overall execution time of the trained and untrained programs shortly.
In Fig. 2 , each untrained program is executed once and we sum up the execution time to get the overall execution time under various values of K of trained programs. It is observed that the execution time of both training schemes converge to the minimal execution time as K increases. The curve of the passive training scheme is smoother than that of the active training scheme due to the fact that the former is an averaged result over 1000 trials of randomly selected training programs.
The trends in Fig. 2 can be explained as follows: when adopting passive training, every program has an equal chance to be selected as a training program. As K grows, the set of available optimal compiler parameters for training programs increases as well, resulting in the decrease in average total execution time. Active training, on the other hand, adopts K-means clustering when selecting the training programs. Given a fixed K, only K programs can be selected for training and compiler parameter optimization. Therefore, for small K (e.g.,. K = 1 or 2), we might select the programs whose optimal compiler parameters do not fully benefit other untrained programs.
The execution time of cases with FEAST enabled are shown to be comparable to that of using all features, which strongly suggests that FEAST can successfully select important features affecting program execution, leading to dimensionality reducActive with lasso feature selection tion while still attaining satisfactory execution time reduction.
To gain more insights on the performance of active and passive training schemes, we compare the execution time of LASSO and SFS in Fig. 3 . The comparison of SBS is omitted since in practice SBS is computationally inefficient due to its sequential feature removal nature, especially for high-dimensional data. It is observed in Fig. 3 that the average execution time of active training is smaller than that of passive training, since for active training, we are able to select representative programs as training samples for optimization. These results indicate that the execution time can be further reduced when we have the freedom to select K representative programs from clustering as training samples for compiler parameter assignment.
B. Overall Execution Time Comparison
In this section, we consider the overall execution time, including time overhead imposed by the proposed algorithms as well as the execution time of every untrained program. To this end, we introduce a parameter Nexec, the number of executions per program. The motivation behind introducing Nexec is as follows: for programs such as matrix operations, users may execute these core programs multiple times (i.e., Nexec times). Therefore, as will be demonstrated by the analysis detailed in this section, the time overhead introduced by the proposed algorithms will be compensated as Nexec increases, since the time spent in optimizing the training programs comprises relatively small portion of the overall time cost with large Nexec. Time Reduction (TR) can therefore be computed using the following formula:
where Nexec denotes the number of executions for each program, T null represents the total time to run every program with all tunable compiler parameters disabled, T auto denotes the total time to run every program compiled by using the proposed compiler parameter assignment method, and T K exhaustive denotes the computation time for finding the optimal compiler parameters for K training programs. Fig. 4 shows the contour plot of the overall time reduction metric for both training schemes with LASSO. Results using SFS and SBS are similar, and are omitted in this paper. If TR is positive, it indicates the overall execution time is smaller than that with all tunable compiler parameters disabled. It can be observed that for each K, TR becomes positive when Nexec exceeds certain threshold value, implying that if a user uses the compiled programs repeatedly, the proposed method could potentially provide great time saving. Also for each K, the preceding threshold of active training is lower than that of passive training, since programs to exhaustively optimize are actively chosen by the proposed method.
C. Features Selected by FEAST
To investigate the key features affecting compiler execution time, we inspect the selected features from FEAST. Table  II lists the top 10 selected features using various feature selection methods integrated in FEAST. The features are selected with 3-fold cross validation method for regressing the optimal execution time of all 30 programs with respect to their static program features. Based on the selected features, we can categorize the selected features into three groups: 1) Control Flow Graph (CFG), 2) assignments/operations, and 3) phi node. CFG features describe a programs' control flow, which can be largely influenced by instruction branches, such as "if-else", "if-if" and "for loop" statements. The selected CFG features are reasonable as in our program testing dataset, for loop contributes to the major part of programs' control flow. In addition, assignment operations are essential to matrix operations, and hence possess discriminative power for distinguishing programs. Lastly, Phi node is a special operation of Intermediate Representation (IR). It is designed for Static Single Assignment form (SSA) which enables a compiler to perform further optimization, and hence it is an important factor for program execution.
IV. RELATED WORK
Recent rapid development of program characterization, a process to quantify programs, allows the application of modern machine-learning techniques to the field fo code compilation and optimization. These machine-learning techniques provide powerful tools that are widely used in various aspects of compilation procedures. For example, Buse and Weimer use static features to identify "hot paths" (executional paths that are most frequently invoked) of a target program by applying logistic regression [6] without ever profiling the program, Kulkarni et al. build an evolving neural-network model that uses static features to help guide the inlining heuristics in compilation process [7] , and Wang and O'Boyle exploit the use of artificial neural networks (ANNs) as well as support vector machine (SVM) for automatic code parallelization on multicore systems [8] , among others. Many existing applications of machine-learning-enabled compiler tasks use features, either static or dynamic, selected by the designers, and hence heavily rely on field expertise. This work provides a comprehensive solution to this problem by using modern statistical methods to select appropriate features for a specific case.
There has also been a vast amount of research dedicated to designing suitable features for target applications. For example, it is shown in [9] that, for compiler tasks that cannot afford the time cost for procurement of dynamic features, carefully designed graph-based static features can achieve accuracy and performance comparable to dynamic features in some applications, regardless the fact that it is prevailingly believed dynamic features are preferred due to insightful information they provide. Another example is the compiler parameters assignment task by Park et al. [12] . In their work, an SVM-based supervised training algorithm is used to train a set of support vectors that can help estimate the performance or reaction of an unknown program to a set of compiler parameters. They use newly-defined graph-based static features for training, which achieves high performance comparable to that using dynamic features, but without the need to invoke multiple compilations and profiling. While in general, it is possible to design dedicated features for specific tasks, the applicability of these dedicated features to other applications remain questionable. In the scenario where there are excessive number of numerical features that may or may not fit a target task, FEAST can help in selecting the most meaningful and influential features.
As to the task of compiler parameter tuning, recent work has been focused on automation of parameter assignment process. Compiler parameter tuning has long been a crucial problem which attracts a vast amount of attention. Recent trends and efforts on exploiting the power of modern machine-learning techniques have achieved tremendous success in compiler parameter tuning. Stephenson and Amarasinghe demonstrate the potential of machine learning on automatic compiler parameter tuning by applying ANNs and SVM to predict a suitable loop-unrolling factor for a target program [10] . This work is relatively restricted, since it deals with a single compiler parameter. Agakov et al. propose a computeraided compiler parameter tuning method by identifying similar programs using static features [3] , where certain level of expert intervention is still required. Cavazos et al. characterize programs with dynamic features, and use logistic regression, a classic example of conventional machine-learning algorithm, to predict good compiler parameter assignment [11] . While providing state-of-the-art performance, [11] requires dynamic features, which can be expensive to acquire. In [12] , graphbased features are used along with SVM for performance prediction given a compilation sequence. This work uses dedicated features for the machine-learning task, and further implicitly utilizes excessive number of candidate assignments of compiler parameters in order to find a good assignment, resulting in a non-scalable algorithm. On the other hand, the proposed compiler parameter assignment algorithm is a comprehensive assignment algorithm that does not require dynamic features or dedicated static features. Furthermore, the training data that need full optimization can be set fixed. The good assignment for an unseen target program is directly derived from that of trained programs, implying its scalability with the number of potential assignments.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we propose FEAST, an automated framework for feature selection in compiler tasks that incorporates with well-known feature selection methods including LASSO, sequential forward and backward selection. We demonstrate the feasibility and applicability of FEAST by testing it on a proposed method for the task of compiler parameter assignment. The experimental results show that the three feature selection methods integrated in FEAST can select a representative small subset of static features that, when used in the compiler parameter assignment task, can achieve non-compromised performance. We also validate the effectiveness of the proposed methods by experimentally demonstrating significant overall execution time reduction of our method in a practical scenario where each program is required to run multiple times. Lastly, we discussed the roles of the features selected by FEAST, which provides deep insights into compilation procedures. In summary, our contributions are two-fold: 1) We integrate into FEAST with various modern machinelearning and optimization techniques for feature selection for compilation tasks.
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